Rural Matters by Rachael Moore
With Spring around the corner, what
make good pets. They cost around
better opportunity to lay your own eggs?
£10-15 each depending on the sale.
Well of course – not literally!
Four female hens will be a nice group
With the help of my not so littleFrom Nel’ssize.
kitchen
brother, here’s how. Keeping hens is
a bit like baking a cake – miss out an
4.Introduce your hens to their new
ingredient and it will be a flop!
home. They will need a constant supply
of fresh water, a perch to roost on and
1.Select a suitable chicken coop.
a cosy corner to nest and lay
This needs to be weatherproof,
their eggs in. Bedding them up
but with plenty of ventilation,
with sawdust or straw is ideal.
spacious and fox-proof. This could
Let them roam around outside
be an old garden shed, a chicken
during the day, and lock them
run, or you could make your own.
up at night. Feed them morning
You’ll also need to fence them an
and night – you’ll soon have
enclosure so they can’t escape onto
names for them all. My hens used to
roads, or into the flower beds.
know it was bedtime as I whistled and
they came running!!
2.Get the equipment and feed.
This can be bought from a local
5.Cockerels. The male of the
agricultural supplier such as
species, and just like humans,
Whitaker’s Animal Feeds, or
the noisiest! In all seriousness,
Haworth Pet Supplies is one to
consider carefully before you
try. You’ll need: water drinker, feed
buy a male as the WILL cock-a-doodle-do
tray, vermin proof grain bin and a bag
at the break of dawn – so consider your
of layer’s pellets. A bag of pellets
neighbours! The whole idea
costs around £10 and will last
of having a cockerel is that he
5 hens about a month (by my
‘treads’ the hens and fertilises
brother’s reckoning).
the eggs. If the hen sits on
them for 21 days and keeps
3.Get the livestock. Local
them warm, you’ll get chicks.
livestock auctions do a quarterly feather
If you don’t want to breed them, just
sale, where you can purchase all
collect the eggs daily. A cockerel is not
breeds, sizes and colours of hens. I’d
necessary for egg production, only for
recommend you start with a bantam
breeding.
that’s relatively easy to look after – a
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Light Sussex. Identified by their white
TRUTH or MYTH?
plumage with black tipped feathers.
Hens only lay 6 days a week??
True – they have 1 day a week off!!
These are generally good layers and
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